PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
Tuesday, July 6, 2021
9:00-11:00 a.m.
Meeting Agenda
Zoom webinar: us02web.zoom.us/j/89251271320
Phone: 646-558-8656 Webinar ID: 892 5127 1320
As of March 31, 2020, PACTS and GPCOG are holding all committee meetings via Zoom conferencing
technology. We remain committed to full public access and participation in our meetings through remote access
during the COVID-19 crisis. Remote meetings will be held in accordance with the requirements of LD 2167,
Public Law Chapter 618.
Both the chat and Q&A features will be turned off during PACTS and GPCOG meetings to ensure full public
access to telephone participants and to avoid the confusion of side conversations.
Public comment will be taken verbally during the public comment period. Members of the public who wish to
speak should
button. Participants joining by telephone can dial *9.

1.

Welcome

This meeting is being recorded and will be made available at gpcog.org/AgendaCenter.
2.

Public Comment

5 minutes

Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on items not on
this agenda. For items on this agenda, additional opportunity for public comment will be provided after
the item's staff report.
3.

Approval of the June 1, 2021 Meeting Minutes

5 minutes

4.

Staff Report

5 minutes

5.

Allocation of FHWA Funds for Collector Paving Program Projects

20 minutes

Discussion and a vote on the proposed action to recommend a prioritized list of collector paving
program projects to receive FHWA funds from

PO Allocation.
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6.

Allocation of FHWA Funds for Complex Projects

July 6, 2021

85 minutes

Discussion and a vote on the proposed action to recommend complex projects to receive FHWA funds

7.

Other Business

8.

Adjourn

Upcoming Meetings
•

PACTS Policy Board Thursday, July 22, 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

•
•
•

PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee Tuesday, August 3, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
PACTS Executive Board Tuesday, August 24, 9:00-10:30 a.m.
PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee Tuesday, September 7, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
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3.

July 6, 2021

Approval of the June 1, 2021 Meeting Minutes

Contact

Aubrey Miller, staff

Recommended action

Approve the June 1, 2021 PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
(RTAC) meeting minutes.

Attachments

3A

2021-06-01 PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC)

Meeting Minutes

The previous meeting of the PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC) was held on
June 1, 2021. Minutes from the meeting are included as Attachment 3-A for review, discussion, and
approval.

Recommended action: Approve the June 1, 2021 PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory
Committee (RTAC) meeting minutes.
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Regional Transportation Advisory Committee
June 1, 2021
9:00 a.m.
DRAFT Meeting Minutes
Seat

Representative

PACTS Southern Municipal

Diana Asanza

PACTS Southern Planning/ Economic Development

Denise Clavette

PACTS Southern Public Works/ Engineering

Tom Milligan

Y

PACTS Central Municipal

Matt Sturgis

Y

PACTS Central Planning/ Economic Development

Nell Donaldson

Y

PACTS Central Public Works/ Engineering

Doug Howard

Y

PACTS Western Municipal

Bill Giroux

PACTS Western Planning/ Economic Development

Amanda Lessard

Y

PACTS Western Public Works/ Engineering

Bob Burns

Y

PACTS Northern Municipal

Bill Shane

Y

PACTS Northern Planning/ Economic Development

Theo Holtwijk

Y

PACTS Northern Public Works/ Engineering

Adam Bliss

Y

Transit

Hank Berg

Transit

Patricia Quinn

Y

Transit

Donna Tippett

Y

Transit

Robert Currie

Y

MaineDOT

Tom Reinauer

Y

Maine Turnpike Authority

Rebecca Grover

Y

Active Transportation Specialist

Jean Sideris

Y

Environmental Specialist

Christian MilNeil

Y

Community Transportation Leader

Leeann Brionez

Y

Community Transportation Leader

Mireille Kabongo

Y

Private Sector Trade Association

Eamonn Dundon

Y

1.

Welcome

Nell Donaldson opened the meeting and welcomed the attendees.
2.

Public Comment
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No public comment was received.
3.

Approval of the May 4, 2021 RTAC Meeting Minutes

Matt Sturgis moved to accept the May 4, 2021 meeting minutes as written; Tom Milligan seconded. All
were in favor.
4.

Staff Report

Committee Member Mentoring
PACTS would like to offer a mentoring program, matching new PACTS committee members with
experienced PACTS committee members. Anyone who is interested in either role
mentee should email Aubrey Miller, GPCOG staff.

mentor or

Metropolitan Transportation Plan Update
PACTS is beginning the process of updating Destination 2040, the current metropolitan transportation
plan. The plan, which has a 25-year outlook, is also sometimes referred to as the long-range
transportation plan. PACTS is federally required to update the plan every five years. The plan sets the
vis
PACTS is putting together a project advisory committee to help guide the direction of the plan. The
project advisory committee will meet bimonthly beginning in late June or early July, until the fall of
2022. A roster of potential representatives is shown in the staff report. PACTS is recruiting volunteers
for about 15 of the 21 seats; the other seats will be filled by transit agencies and federal and state
partners. Anyone who is interested should fill out the brief MTP Project Advisory Committee Sign-Up
Form by June 11.
For anyone not able to serve on the project advisory committee, there will be an opportunity to sign up
for email updates. Also, PACTS committees, including RTAC, will be updated regularly, and there will
be a public engagement process. Anyone who has questions about the metropolitan transportation
plan may contact Rick Harbison, GPCOG staff.
Patricia Quinn asked about the number of transit agency representatives, noting there are three transit
modes in the region and the project advisory committee currently has two seats for transit. Rick said he
would be open to adding a third seat, but noted that having all seven transit agencies on the committee
would make the committee very large. He said he also plans to hold stakeholder meetings with the
transit agencies throughout the development of the plan. Kristina Egan, GPCOG staff, added that RTAC
Page 2 of 10
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and the Policy Board, on which all transit agencies are represented, will be reviewing the metropolitan
transportation plan, so there will be plenty of opportunity for input. In response to a question from Tom
Milligan, Chris Chop, GPCOG staff, said no formal action by RTAC is required to add a transit
representative to the project advisory committee; PACTS staff will consider it.
5.

Review of Proposed Concord Coach Lines CARES Act Phase IV Request

The Review of Proposed Concord Coach Lines CARES Act Phase IV Request is the first of three CARES
(Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security) Act federal transit funding items on the agenda. All
three CARES Act items are for Phase IV (July-December 2021) allocations. This item is about CARES
Act funding being allocated under Priority 1: maintaining regional transit service in light of reduced
ridership and passenger-based revenues. Last month RTAC recommended allocation of the transit
iority 1 funding, but wanted more information about Concord Coach

Nell asked for public comment and there was none.
Christian MilNeil said he would rather save the funds for local intercity services and commented that
$1.5 million seems like a lot of money. Benjamin Blunt of Concord Coach Lines explained that it would
be a net cost reimbursement contract Concord submits revenues and costs to MaineDOT every
month MaineDOT cuts a check for the difference. Ben added that Concord is operating 50% of the
service it operated before the pandemic and this funding would allow Concord to add service, bring
back staff, and hopefully increase ridership to put the company in a better position to be self-sufficient.
He noted that Concord was previous funded entirely by farebox revenue, which was wiped out.
Concord is simply asking for an operating subsidy to enable them to build their service back up.
Eamonn Dundon asked, if this were approved today, how much CARES Act funding would remain and
what would the timeframe be for spending it. Andrew Clark, GPCOG staff, said roughly $16 million
would remain. The internal deadline for spending the CARES Act funding is the end of the 2022, but
there is no formal deadline. Phase IV goes until the end of 2021, and then Phases V and VI will be in
2022.
Donna Tippett asked about the June 2020 letter from Kristina Egan to Benjamin Blunt regarding CARES
Act funding in Phases II and III, and the condition that it be a one-time request for funding. Donna
added that a lack of drivers is preventing South Portland Bus Service from restoring service and she
cannot compete with the wages paid by Concord Coach Lines. Kristina explained that the June 2020
letter was put together based on a conversation among transit committee members, and the intent of
the conditions was to be clear that there would not be an ongoing commitment of public funds for a

Page 3 of 10
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perhaps Concord
would not even use all the funds, but ridership has not come back as quickly as we hoped.
Patricia, noting that CARES was established to keep and restore service and to keep people employed,
asked Ben about
service and employment levels. Ben said that through the first quarter of
2021, Concord was at about 10% of pre-pandemic ridership. Last week Concord reached about 24% of
pre-pandemic ridership. Into the first quarter of the year, Concord was running 8 trips/day and just
recently increased to 14 trips/day; Concord ran 28 trips/day pre-pandemic. Concord is not requesting
funding to get back to 28 trips/day, but is hoping to get to 20 trips/day by the end of the year, which
would support getting a large portion of the staff back.
Mireille Kabongo, noting that she is an immigrant from the Democratic Republic of Congo, explained
that immigrants must travel to Boston for immigration court and most use Concord Coach Lines to get
there. She said Concord Coach Lines is part of the community and she supports helping them.
Rebecca Grover, noting that RTAC is making a recommendation to the Executive Board, requested that
staff carry forward
concerns. Kristina said staff will include a summary of the
discussion in the staff report and added that Tom Milligan is now the RTAC representative on the
Executive Board.
Tom Reinauer voiced
not concerned about the conditions in the June 2020 letter, since so much was unknown at that time.
Concord Coach Lines is a key partner in the region.
Matt Sturgis moved that RTAC recommend Concord Coach Line's CARES Act Phase IV Priority 1
request for $1,522,583 in CARES Act funding to the PACTS Executive Board for approval. Bill Shane
seconded. All were in favor.
Tom Milligan asked
they could be discussed in future CARES phases.
6.

Rapid Transit Study CARES Phase IV, Priority 3

The Rapid Transit Study CARES Phase IV, Priority 3 is the second of three CARES Act federal transit
funding items on the agenda. This item (rapid transit study) and the next item (autonomous vehicle (AV)
shuttle pilot) are about funding being allocated in Phase IV (July-December 2021) under Priority 3
(innovation).

Page 4 of 10
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As outlined in the April 7, 2021 memo from Chris Chop to PACTS Board and Committee members, staff
recommended, in Phase IV, limiting Priority 3 projects to those which had been under consideration by
the former PACTS Transit Committee through Phase III, and, in Phases V and VI, issuing a call for
Priority 3 projects and evaluating them according to the Transportation Funding Framework. The
Priority 3 projects that had been under consideration by the former PACTS Transit Committee through
Phase III are the rapid transit study and the AV shuttle pilot.
In late 2020, the PACTS Transit Committee decided to recommend allocation of $25,000 in CARES Act
Phase III (January-June 2021) funds to scope the rapid transit study, and shift the study itself to Phase
IV (July-December 2021) after the completion of Transit Tomorrow
-range public
transportation plan. At that time, staff noted there should be an expectation that the project would
move forward under Phase IV so that CARES Act funding would not be spent scoping a study that
would not ultimately be funded. The rapid transit study received support from both the Transit
Committee and the Executive Committee and was identified as a priority for the region. Transit
Tomorrow was unanimously approved in March 2021 and GPCOG then launched a national search to
find someone to lead the rapid transit study scoping effort and to manage the project itself. GPCOG
hired Colin Burch in April 2021.
Rapid transit is a service that travels quickly, runs on schedule, and can accommodate a lot of
passengers. Some key features include dedicated space (e.g., rail line or dedicated bus lane), offboard
fare collection, elevated platforms, and unique branding. Transit Tomorrow recommended studying the
Gorham-Westbrook-Portland corridor and using the study to determine the best mode for the region.
Research has shown that the study will cost approximately $70,000/mile, which means $800,000 for
the 11.5-mile Gorham to Portland corridor. The study will identify potential funding sources and
strategies. The request for proposals (RFP) will be finalized in June, reviewed by stakeholders and the
Policy Board in July, and published in August.
Nell asked for public comment and Greg Jordan of Greater Portland METRO expressed his support for
the planning study, commenting that the advancement of Priority 3 (innovation) is important for
bringing ridership back, even if it may take many years. He added that the rapid transit study works in
tandem with the Transit Together study, which assesses the current local network.
Jean Sideris asked how biking and walking and the potential Portland bike share program will be
incorporated; Chris responded the study will look at accessibility to any proposed stops or stations.
Nell added that the Portland bike share program will hopefully launch next summer.
Tom Milligan expressed concern that the case studies used in scoping the study were large
metropolitan areas. He voiced support for the planning effort, but hoped the study would have two
phases, with the first phase to establish the need for rapid transit.
Page 5 of 10
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Christian added that the grant funding examples shown are generally won by larger regions with more
ridership. He also pointed out that the Maine Turnpike Authority is planning a freeway expansion in the
same area. And he asked if cities have expressed a willingness to provide local match funding. Chris
said cities have not agreed to a local match, but noted that local match can come from municipalities,
the state, or private funds. Chris added that PACTS will be taking the rapid transit presentation to the
Turnpike shortly.
Patricia, while agreeing this is an important initiative, expressed concern about using CARES funds
when there are labor shortages
in the FYCOP (Five-Year Capital and Operations Plan). She suggested taking a holistic view, matching
the right funding with the right opportunities. CARES funding does not require a local match and could
be used for projects that would have an immediate impact on riders and the region. There are other
innovative things that could restore ridership such as ensuring schedules match, wayfinding, etc. She
also expressed concern about embarking on a bold new project using one-time funding with no local
match requirement when buy-in is so important. She suggested a match commitment for the planning
effort to ensure a commitment going forward.
Nell asked staff to talk more about innovation funding going forward. She said her understanding was
that this rapid transit study was scoped in Phase III with the understanding that the funding for the
actual project would come in Phase IV.
Kristina explained that, for Phases V and VI, any CARES funding not needed for Priority 1 (maintaining
regional transit service) will go through the Transportation Funding Framework. There was not enough
time to do a call for projects for Phase IV, but, as explained in the aforementioned April 7 memo, there
will be a call for projects for Phases V and VI, open to all transit agencies, board, municipalities, etc., for
ways to innovate and build long-term ridership in the region. The rapid transit study is moving forward
because $25,000 was allocated in Phase III with the expectation that Phase IV would most likely be
funded. GPCOG hired Colin Burch on that assumption and moved forward with scoping the study. This
study is an opportunity to start planning on something that is key to implementing Transit Tomorrow.
This rapid transit study is different from the next item, the AV shuttle pilot, because rapid transit was
vetted through a regional process and the initial funding was a down payment on future funding.
comprehensive analysis that shows regular
formula funds, the unfunded priorities for discretionary funding, ARPA (American Rescue Plan Act)
funding, and remaining CARES funding, so we can look at matching the best funding with the best
investments. We have been thinking comprehensively for a while, but we do not want to postpone rapid
transit because we have someone on staff, we have momentum, we are ready to issue an RFP, and the
project had a lot of support during previous CARES discussions before the committee restructuring.

Page 6 of 10
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Patricia reiterated that the local match is important and said we could consider funding the rapid
transit study with the understanding that there would be some level of match from somebody, to
demonstrate financial commitment. Christian suggested the Maine Turnpike Authority.
Donna

politan areas as case studies. She said

she is not opposed to this planning project, but is concerned about balancing priorities. The purpose of
CARES funding is to get transit back to full service. She asked if we are funding priorities that help in
the near time or a decade from now.
Eamonn expressed his support for the project, acknowledging the concerns about the funding source.
He said implicit in the approval of Transit Tomorrow was that work would start immediately where
possible and the plan would not sit on the shelf. This is a good opportunity to keep the momentum
going. Getting the planning done now is good for potential discretionary opportunities in the future.
There are a lot of guarantees for operations and maintenance funding in the funding framework.
Mireille explained that, currently, people who use public transportation to get to work or school do not
know if they will be on time. Implementing Transit Tomorrow and rapid transit can improve transit and
therefore help people trust and use transit. Improving transportation helps the community.
Christian MilNeil moved to recommend approval of $800,000 in CARES IV funding for a rapid transit
study; Eamonn Dundon seconded. All were in favor, though a few expressed reservations.
7.

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Shuttle Pilot CARES Phase IV, Priority 3

The Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Shuttle Pilot CARES Phase IV, Priority 3 is the third of three CARES Act
federal transit funding items on the agenda. This item is about funding being allocated in Phase IV
(July-December 2021) under Priority 3 (innovation).
Like the rapid transit study, the AV shuttle pilot was discussed in late 2020 at the PACTS Transit
Committee and Executive Committee and the decision was made to wait and consider the AV shuttle
pilot in Phase IV (July-December 2021). The request is for 65% of the project cost. Greater Portland
METRO is the project sponsor and the City of Portland and the University of Maine are partners.
Greg Jordan of Greater Portland METRO presented the project. It is an AV transit shuttle
pilot/demonstration project. it is a knowledge and capacity building project that will allow us to add to
the national discussion. It is not a mobility project that will generate ridership right now; it is setting us
up for the future.

Page 7 of 10
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Nell asked for public comment and Nicholas Giudice, University of Maine (UMaine) professor and chief
research scientist at the Virtual Environment and Multimodal Interaction (VEMI) Laboratory,
He said AVs have enormous potential for improving independence and
quality of life for underrepresented and high-risk drivers, like older adults. Maine has the oldest median
population in the country. AVs also have benefits for people with visual impairments and physical,
motor, and cognitive disabilities, many of which co-exist with aging. AV design is not currently
considering thes
make AVs successful for these groups. The research will include talking with and surveying riders to
assess feelings, comfort level, usability, and ideas for improvement, and comparing them with METRO
riders as a control group. UMaine will also run a series of behavioral studies in the lab using a
simulated AV in virtual reality. The design of this pilot study makes it the first of its kind in the country.
Christian expressed strong disapproval, stating that autonomous vehicles do not exist because every
AV currently requires a human driver to frequently intervene. He said this is not a practical expenditure
when we have people with disabilities who need better, accessible bus service. We do not need to
duplicate the efforts of others testing similar pilots. This was not a priority in Transit Tomorrow. The
pilot would serve a tourist destination and neglect riders who rely on transit.
Jean Sideris expressed concern about the lack of attention to the safety of people outside the AV,
noting the woman who was killed by an AV in Arizona. The vision test being able to identify people,
particularly outside of crosswalks is a major gap in AV research. This study seems more focused on
Many people walk outside crosswalks in the location where the AV will
be tested. Jean said she would not be comfortable with the project without additions to improve the
safety of people outside the AV.
Greg said there would always be a trained operator onboard and, if the project goes forward, there
would be a robust safety plan in place. Also, the vehicle is designed to be low speed, unlike the
example in Arizona.
and
knowledge building project for the future, not something that will have a long-term impact on mobility
or generate ridership.
Tom Reinauer expressed concern about a team proposing the project as opposed to going out to bid
and getting proposals. He also asked if there had been discussions with MaineDOT about the signal
infrastructure involved in the project. Greg said the team was started by the City of Portland. Nell
speculated that the funding used initially did not have the procurement requirements that many other
funding sources have. Neither Greg nor Nell knew if DOT had been involved, but Nell said the city
would follow the appropriate processes for any signal work.

Page 8 of 10
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Christian said he went to a city meeting five or six years ago at which attendees were assured there
would be no public subsidy for this project. He reiterated his disapproval and said the project is not
going to serve a transit function.
Nell reminded the committee that this project was advanced prior to RTAC s formation, so RTAC is
seeing it out. There will be a call for projects in Phases V and VI.
Rebecca asked if prior PACTS boards voted to move this project ahead and Chris Chop said prior
committees were briefed on it, but there was no vote. The decision was to discuss it for Phase IV.
Kristina pointed out that if the AV shuttle pilot does not move forward today, it could go through the call
for projects and be scored against other projects. Rapid transit is a clearer decision because there was
a regional process, but there was not a similar regional process for the AV shuttle.
Christian made a motion to advance a competitive call for innovative proposals for ideas to build back
ridership and improve our existing transit system, calling for a range of ideas of which this project
could be one.
Nell suggested first dealing with the project at hand to give the Executive Board some sense of the
funding for a pilot project to test an AV shuttle; Tom Reinauer seconded. Five voted in favor, four voted
against (Amanda Lessard, Adam Bliss, Jean Sideris, Christian MilNeil), and two abstained (Tom
Reinauer, Mireille Kabongo). The motion carried, as attendance by 10 RTAC members constitutes a
quorum.
After some discussion and clarification that Phase IV refers to the time period from July to December
2021
projects for CARES funding in Phases V and VI.
In response to a comment by Theo Holtwijk, Chris explained that staff had not vetted the AV shuttle
pilot. The project was brought to the PACTS committees in late 2020 during Phase III discussions and
was deferred to today. Theo requested that staff vet items before including them on the agenda and
that staff include recommendations.
Staff explained that if CARES Act fund is not granted to the AV shuttle pilot, it can be expended in later
phases. The money has not been allocated and therefore does not need to be reallocated to later
phases.

Page 9 of 10
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8.

Allocation of FHWA Funds for Complex Projects

Postponed until the July RTAC meeting.
9.

Other Business

The was no other business discussed.
10.

Adjourn

With no objection, the meeting was adjourned.
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4.

July 6, 2021

Staff Report

Contact

Chris Chop, staff

Recommended action

For information only.

Attachments

None

Staff Recommendations: at the June RTAC meeting, one of the RTAC members requested that staff vet
items before including them on the agenda and that staff include specific recommendations in the
agenda. This comment and insight prompted staff to seek direction from the PACTS officers and they
agreed staff should provide specific recommendations to the extent possible. Moving forward, staff will
try to fulfill that expectation, when it is appropriate. This update was also provided to the PACTS
Executive Board on June 22, 2021.
CARES Project Expenditures and Updates: committee members recently asked staff to periodically
provide updates on CARES projects, with a focus on project expenditures/budgets. GPCOG staff will
prepare this information for the next RTAC meeting.
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5.

July 6, 2021

Allocation of FHWA Funds for Collector Paving Program Projects

Contact

Elizabeth Roberts, staff

Recommended action

Recommend approval of the list of prioritized Collector Paving Program projects.
Direct staff to work collaboratively with the MaineDOT to review and validate cost
estimates of selected segments.

Attachments

5A PACTS Collector Paving Program Policy
5B Prioritized List of 2023 PACTS CPP Projects

Each year the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) receives an allocation of
state and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) capital improvement funding through the Maine
year PACTS received $4,121,609 in FHWA funding.1
PACTS uses forty percent (40%) of the FHWA funding
(CPP) projects.

$1,648,643 for Collector Paving Program

focus on prolonging the functional lifespan of collector roads through preservation paving treatments,

Currently, PACTS has a contract with the engineering consulting firm, VHB, to evaluate the PACTS
collector roads pavement condition. VHB produced the PACTS Collector Road Pavement Condition
Executive Summary in 2019, which identified a funding gap of $4.9 million per year for collector paving
maintenance. The funding gap continues to grow as construction costs continuously increase, while
funding levels remain flat.
In 2020, PACTS convened a Collector Paving Working Group to discuss ways to improve PACTS CPP
and to improve the cost efficiency of the collector paving projects. As a result of those meetings,
PACTS recently adopted a new PACTS CPP Policy (Attachment 5A). The PACTS CPP Policy details
how collector roadway projects are ranked and when projects are selected from the various
municipalities. Those projects with the highest ranking that do not need costly rehabilitation or
reconstruction are selected for the PACTS CPP.

1

The MPO Allocation PACTS received this year (2021) is actually an estimate of what PACTS will receive in

calendar year 2024. Project selection and project development begins years before projects are ready to begin
construction.
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Staff sent the list of CPP projects to municipalities and confirmed their ability to meet the funding
match requirement. Attachment 5B provides a list of candidate projects for the PACTS CPP for funding
in 2023. The cost estimates shown in the project list are preliminary. PACTS, MaineDOT, and members
of the respective municipalities will undergo field reviews to verify cost estimates and scope of work.
Cost estimates are subject to change between the Committee meeting and the completion of the field
reviews. The list is a prioritized list. If the cost estimates come in over the allocation, the projects on the
bottom will move to a waiting list and will receive funding if funds become available. Funds could
become available if a municipality decides to cancel a project or if other collector paving projects come
in under budget.

Recommended action: Recommend approval of the list of prioritized Collector Paving Program
projects. Direct staff to work collaboratively with the MaineDOT to review and validate cost
estimates of selected segments.
Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on this item.
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PACTS Collector Paving Program Policy
Overview
The Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System’s (PACTS) Collector Paving
Program (CPP) is intended to preserve the PACTS region’s collector roads network using a
75%/25% federal and local contribution. The PACTS CPP is designed to focus on prolonging
the functional lifespan of collector roads through preservation paving treatments, such as “mill
and fills” or “shim and overlays.” PACTS CPP projects are selected three (3) years in advance
on a three-year rotating schedule by PACTS CPP Subregions (in 2021 PACTS will select
projects for 2023 and 2024. Construction is administered by MaineDOT.
All PACTS CPP projects must comply with the Americans with Disabilities ACT (ADA)
requirements and other MaineDOT policies and procedures. ADA compliance will be fulfilled
through a separate MaineDOT contract one year after scheduled paving. If at a future time it
becomes feasible, guardrail work that is required by MaineDOT could be fulfilled through a
separate contract, as well.
PACTS CPP Subregions
In late 2020, the PACTS Collector Paving Working Group (CPWG) tasked PACTS staff with
developing CPP Subregions that would accommodate the three-year rotating paving schedule in
an equitable manner, based on lane miles, while adhering to contiguous geographies. It was felt
that this subregional approach will help municipalities plan for the future. Staff divided the
PACTS region into the CPP Subregions shown in Table 1:

North CPP

Central CPP

South CPP

Municipality
Cumberland
Freeport

Lane Miles
23.76
25.33

Municipality
Cape Elizabeth
Falmouth

Lane Miles
30.33
40.35

North Yarmouth

10.38

Portland

50.78

Raymond
Westbrook
Windham
Yarmouth
Total
2020 Avg
Overall Ranking

3.93
25.25
33.13
31.37
153.15

South Portland

25.41

Total
2020 Avg Overall
Ranking

77.25

2020 Avg PCI (for
reference)

2020 Avg PCI
(for reference)

Table 1
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Municipality
Biddeford
Gorham
Old Orchard
Beach

Lane Miles
31.84
23.13

30.91

Saco
Scarborough

38.80
53.27

152.37

167.84

25.46

Total
2020 Avg Overall
Ranking

77.16

2020 Avg PCI
(for reference)

20.80

26.21
76.48

Attachment 5A
The CPWG suggested that the Subregion with the lowest average PCI would be selected first
and then the Subregion with the next lowest PCI would be selected for the following year.
Beginning in 2021, with the South CPP Subregion, PACTS will select road segments for paving
in 2023 and 2024 according to the PACTS Project Selection parameters outlined later in this
document. The selection process for 2021-2029 is outlined in Table 2.
PACTS Collector Paving Program Schedule
Selection Year
CPP Subregion
Paving Year
South
2023
2021
Central
2024
2022
North
2025
2023
South
2026
2024
Central
2027
2025
North
2028
2026
South
2029
2027
Central
2030
2028
North
2031
2029
South
2032
Table 2

PACTS CPP Road Condition Assessments
The PACTS Collector Paving Working Group (CPWG) recommended that PACTS staff
consider new road condition assessment methods for the next pavement assessment. The CPWG
recommended moving toward an objective assessment method, such as automated technologies.
However, any significant discrepancies from previous pavement condition rankings, will be
manually checked in the field. A significant discrepancy is defined as an increase in pavement
condition when no maintenance was done or a decrease in pavement condition that is at least
twice the expected rate of degradation. Roads will not be allocated funding until they have
undergone a field review by MaineDOT, PACTS, and municipal staff.
The PACTS CPWG will convene in Fall 2021 to select the next road condition assessment
method, as directed by the PACTS governing board (Executive and/or Policy boards).
.
PACTS CPP Requirements
•

Field Review: All projects must be reviewed by a team of MaineDOT, PACTS, and
municipal staff prior to official funding allocation by PACTS. Neither MaineDOT or
PACTS staff will have the ability to remove a project due to the findings in the field
review. Removing a PACTS CPP project will require consideration and a vote by a
PACTS governing board (Policy or Executive).

•

10-Year Useful Life: The work included must be considered a capital improvement with
a minimum 10-Year useful life.

•

Multiple Party Agreements: The municipality and all involved parties must be willing to
enter into an agreement whereby the PACTS federal funds contribution is capped based
on project estimates prior to construction.
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Funding
The PACTS CPP’s annual federal funding is $2,198,192. Funds allocated to paving projects
that are not used will be allocated back to the Collector Paving Holding WIN. Additional
projects can be selected when sufficient funds are available in the Collector Paving Holding
WIN. The following are the project funding parameters:
•

Minimum local funding match:

25%

PACTS Project Selection
PACTS CPP road segments are filtered to focus pavement treatments on road segments over
1,200-feet long and exceeding 2,000 daily trips (AADT). Road segments that do not meet these
parameters are not excluded from treatment consideration, but will need to be paired with
nearby projects that do meet the length and traffic count requisites. Municipalities should make
note of this filtering process and be aware that while PACTS staff will make an effort to pair
short segments with longer segments, the municipality should also share the responsibility of
bringing short segments to the attention of PACTS staff prior-to and during the selection
process.
PACTS CPP projects are ranked (factoring for Pavement Condition Index, average annual daily
traffic, and transit), then municipalities are contacted to gauge their ability to meet the 25%
funding match requirement.
Collector Paving Overall Ranking Methodology
The formula used to determine the overall rank for a collector paving road segment is the
following:
R = (100 – PP) * A * T
Where:
R is the overall ranking
PP is the predicted Pavement Condition Index (PCI) for the paving year
T is the Transit Factor which is 1 for a road with no transit; 1.1 for a road with a transit route
A is the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) Factor shown in Table 3and based on the
roadway segment’s AADT
AADT range
AADT < 1,000
1,000 <= AADT < 2,000
2,000 <= AADT < 4,000
4,000 <= AADT < 6,000
6,000 <= AADT < 8,000
8,000 <= AADT < 10,000
10,000 <= AADT < 12,000
12,000 <= AADT < 14,000
14,000 <= AADT < 16,000
AADT > = 16,000
Table 3
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AADT Factor
1
1.025
1.05
1.075
1.1
1.125
1.15
1.175
1.2
1.225

Attachment 5A
For future allocation, the CPWG recommended that PACTS staff research the viability of
incorporating freight traffic.
As of 1/1/2021, under the current road condition assessment methods, PACTS selects road
segments with a PCI of 30 or greater. In December 2020, the CPWG recommended, pending the
selection of a new road condition assessment method, that the minimum PCI requirement be
increased to a PCI of 40 or greater. The maximum PCI value for CPP road segments will also
be increased, from a PCI of 75 to a PCI of 85. This change will occur when PACTS selects a
new condition assessment method and conducts a full network assessment in 2022.
Exclusions
The following pavement treatments and construction projects are not eligible for funding under
the PACTS CPP:
• Crack sealing
• Ultrathin overlay
• Rehabilitation
• Reconstruction
• Substantial drainage
• Relocating poles
• Sidewalks or Pedestrian pathways (not including ADA ramp adjustments, which are
eligible under a separate WIN)
• Guardrail work that is not required by MaineDOT’s policies and procedures
Project Approval Timeline
1. January – March: PACTS staff will review available road condition data and prepare a
list for committee review.
2. March - April: The PACTS Region Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC) will
review the recommended CPP list.
3. May - June: PACTS governing board (Policy or Executive) will vote on recommended
CPP list.
4. June - July: PACTS will deliver a final list for inclusion in the workplan to MaineDOT.
5. Every 3rd Year: Between April 1st and October 31st, PACTS will conduct a road
condition assessment of the full collector roads network.
Performance Review
The PACTS CPWG recommended that the Collector Paving Program should be regularly
reviewed to assess the program’s limitations and opportunities. As such, the PACTS CPP will
be reviewed by the PACTS RTAC following each three-year CPP subregional cycle. The
PACTS RTAC may review the CPP, as needed, at any time during the CPP subregional cycle.
At the March 9th 2021 Technical Committee meeting, the Technical Committee made a strong
recommendation that municipal engineering and public works employees are involved in
selecting collector paving road segments.
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City/Town

SCARBOROUGH
BIDDEFORD
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
BIDDEFORD
BIDDEFORD
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
SCARBOROUGH
SCARBOROUGH
BIDDEFORD
BIDDEFORD
TOTAL

Road Name

RUNNING HILL RD
HILL ST
UNION AV
ALFRED ST
ALFRED ST
SACO AV
E GRAND AV
RUNNING HILL RD
LANDRY ST
HILL ST

From

To

SOUTH PORTLAND TL
1335' S OF WEST ST
SACO AVE
POOL ST
GRAHAM ST
WASHINGTON AV
OLD ORCHARD TL
GREEN RD
HILL ST
JOHN ST

NEW RD
WEST ST
WEST GRAND AVE
BIRCH ST
186' E OF ROUTE 1
OLD ORCHARD ST
PINE POINT RD
GORHAM RD
PRECOURT ST
FALL ST

Length
(miles)
0.61
0.25
0.59
0.20
0.22
0.32
0.63
0.81
0.17
0.43

FACT
_AADT

Width (ft)

23
24
37
40
36
40
37
23
40
40

4.23

5534
4658
2284
11030
15404
9364
4024
5534
3529
4330

TRANSIT
ROUTE
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO

Overall Ranking Recommended
Predicted
Condition (2023
Paving
2023 PCI
Predicted)
Treatment
31
41
46
51
54
51
49
45
45
51

74.18
63.43
62.37
61.99
60.72
60.64
60.31
59.13
57.75
52.68

Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)
Mill & Fill (2 in)

Cost (2023
Predicted)

Cost PACTS
Share

Cost Local
Share

$270,000
$117,000
$416,000
$141,000
$151,000
$246,000
$448,000
$358,000
$131,000
$281,000

$202,500
$87,750
$312,000
$105,750
$113,250
$184,500
$336,000
$268,500
$98,250
$210,750

$67,500
$29,250
$104,000
$35,250
$37,750
$61,500
$112,000
$89,500
$32,750
$70,250

$2,559,000
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$1,919,250

$639,750

PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC) Meeting Agenda

6.

July 6, 2021

Allocation of FHWA Funds for Complex Projects

Contact

Aubrey Miller, staff

Recommended action

Recommend that the Policy Board allocate Federal Highway Administration
Attachment 6G, Option 1, and, pending availability of additional local match
funding, allocate the remaining FHWA funding (between $849,490 and $954,490,
depending on the Saco Multimodal Bridge alternative) for the Route 302 North
Windham Sidewalk project.

Attachments

6A

Complex Project Application Project Descriptions

6B

Complex Project Application Funding Requests

6C

Complex Project Application Scores

6D

Funding Deficit Background Information

6E South Portland Request Letter
6F

Westbrook Request Letter

6G

Sample Complex Project Funding Allocation Options

Each year the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) receives an allocation of
state and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) capital improvement funding through the Maine
Allocation. This
2
year PACTS received $4,121,609 in FHWA funding.
PACTS uses sixty percent (60%) of the FHWA funding
multimodal projects.

$2,472,965

roadway and
preliminary

design report (PDR) work funding in one year, then construction funding a year or more later (after PDR
is completed) per MaineDOT requirements intended to prevent funds from sitting unused. A PACTS
decision to fund PDR is a commitment to fund construction of the project at some point in the future.
Cities and towns (municipalities) and other eligible agencies must apply for this funding. A municipality
or agency may apply for PDR funds or construction funds. (A project that received PDR funds from
PACTS would not need to reapply for construction funds, but a project that funded PDR through a
different source of funding would need to apply for construction funds from PACTS.) In February,
funding. PACTS received nine (9) applications:

2

The MPO Allocation PACTS received this year (2021) is actually an estimate of what PACTS will receive in

calendar year 2024. Project selection and project development begins years before projects are ready to begin
construction.
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•

Falmouth Falmouth Corners Intersection Project

•

Gorham Gorham Cross Town Trail

•

Gorham Gorham Traffic Adaptive Signals & Pedestrian Lighting

•

Portland The Forest Avenue Smart Corridor Project Phase IV (Revere Street to Bedford Street)

•

Portland Libbytown Safety and Accessibility Project

•

Saco & Biddeford Saco Island Multimodal Bridge

•

Windham Route 302 North Windham Sidewalk

•

Yarmouth Beth Condon Multi-Use Pathway Extension - Preliminary Design

•

Yarmouth Main Street Sidewalk Improvement Project

Brief project descriptions are included in Attachment 6A. You may click on the project names above to
view the full application materials on Google Drive.
Eight of the applications are for PDR funds; PDR requests range from approximately $14,000 to
approximately $260,000 in FHWA funds. One of the applications is for construction funds; the
construction request is for $1,150,0003 in FHWA funds. More details about the funding requests are
shown in Attachment 6B.
These applications were scored by a volunteer scoring committee using the criteria in the recently
approved PACTS Transportation Funding Framework. The scores from the scoring committee
members were averaged to reach a final score for each project. Project scores are shown below. More
detail is included in Attachment 6C.
Municipality

Project

Score

Portland

Libbytown Safety and Accessibility Project

44

Portland

The Forest Avenue Smart Corridor Project Phase IV (Revere St to Bedford St)

42

Saco Island Multimodal Bridge

39

Yarmouth

Beth Condon Multi-Use Pathway Extension - Preliminary Design

36

Gorham

Gorham Cross Town Trail

33

Yarmouth

Main Street Sidewalk Improvement Project

30

Gorham

Gorham Traffic Adaptive Signals & Pedestrian Lighting

29

Windham

Route 302 North Windham Sidewalk

29

Saco &
Biddeford

3

Windham is requesting $1,150,000 in FHWA funds and intends to provide a 50% local match of $1,150,000.
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Municipality

Project

Score

Falmouth

Falmouth Corners Intersection Project

18

In recent weeks, it came to the attention of PACTS staff that some of the projects require additional
analysis enhanced project scoping (EPS) before they are eligible to receive federal funding for PDR.
After consulting with MaineDOT, PACTS staff has determined the following projects require EPS and
are not eligible to receive federal funding this year:
•

Portland The Forest Avenue Smart Corridor Project Phase IV (Revere Street to Bedford Street)

•

Gorham Gorham Cross Town Trail

•

Falmouth Falmouth Corners Intersection Project

EPS helps refine scopes and cost estimates and identify unforeseen issues (e.g., right-of-way,
environmental, historic places, utilities, drainage, public opposition, etc.) likely to substantially impact
the cost of, or time to deliver, a project. EPS is much less detailed than PDR and reduces the risk of
encountering major project cost estimate increases during PDR development, which is important since
a decision to fund PDR is a commitment to fund construction later.
MPO Allocation funds are not used for EPS, but municipalities may fund their own EPS, or
PACTS may choose to include funding for EPS in the Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP).4 PACTS
is just beginning to develop the 2022-2023 UPWP and will consider including funding for EPS.
In addition to the applications for new projects, there are existing projects that have received funding
in past years:
•

Three projects were funded for PDR but have not yet completed PDR. Therefore, they are not
ready for construction funding.
o

Biddeford Elm, Spruce, and Pearl Street Intersections Improvement Project

o

Portland Smart Corridor/Route 302 Study Implementation: Forest Avenue from
Marginal Way to Park Avenue

o

4

Portland Proposed Improvements to Brighton Avenue (Route 25)

The UPWP is a biennial statement of work that identifies the planning priorities and activities to be carried out

within the PACTS region.
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Two projects
be completed before projects are funded for construction. These projects are now over budget
and their sponsor municipalities (South Portland and Westbrook) are requesting additional
funding.
o

South Portland Multi-Use Path. Funding Request: $758,800 ($569,100 federal,
$189,700 local)

o

Westbrook William Clarke Drive Improvements Project. Funding Request: $630,000
($472,500 federal, $157,500 local)

PACT
significant increases in construction cost estimates, the requests for these two projects exceed
20% of available construction funding. Both municipalities have implemented cost savings
assess and fund deficits in the PACTS capital improvement program is included in Attachment
6D. The funding request letters from South Portland and Westbrook are included in
Attachments 6E and 6F.
RTAC is asked to consider the project scores and funding requests and make a recommendation on
how to allocate the FHWA funding. The PACTS Policy Board will, at its meeting on July 22, review
FHWA funding for complex projects. Several
sample options for allocating the funds are shown in Attachment 6G. Other options may be proposed
as well.
Staff recommends Option 1, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 in Attachment 6G. Given that several of the
lower-scoring projects are relatively small, staff recommends funding all projects that are ready to
receive FHWA funds for PDR. Staff also recommends allocating the remaining FHWA funding (between
$849,490 and $954,490, depending on which alternative is selected for the Saco Island Multimodal
Bridge) for the Route 302 North Windham Sidewalk project, if Windham is interested and able to
increase their local match contribution from $1,150,000 to up to $1,450,510 (up to a 63% local match).
I

ation, members of RTAC and the Policy Board may wish to consider

the following as they make their decisions:
•

Should PACTS prioritize projects for construction or design (or both)?

•

What is the future federal cost of construction for the projects? How do these costs compare to
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How will projects currently in PDR development impact future available funding once those
projects are ready for construction?

•

What were the project scores determined through the PACTS Transportation Funding
Framework?

•

Above all, what investment decision and package is best for the region?

Recommended action: Recommend that the Policy Board allocate Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)
Attachment 6G, Option 1, and, pending availability of additional local match funding, allocate the
remaining FHWA funding (between $849,490 and $954,490, depending on the Saco Multimodal
Bridge alternative) for the Route 302 North Windham Sidewalk project.
Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on this item.
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Complex Project Application Project Descriptions
Falmouth Falmouth Corners Intersection Project
The scope of work includes a total signal upgrade, state of the art detection, the addition of two left
turn lanes southbound on Middle Road (Route 9) and two eastbound receiving lanes on Bucknam
Road, modification of signal timing and phasing, replacement of signal heads, replacement of 3 by 6
feet box culvert, and bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

Gorham Gorham Cross Town Trail
This project will construct a 2.5 mile trail section which will connect Downtown Gorham with
Hutcherson Drive to the east, and the signalized intersection at Route 25 and Route 237 to the north,
and finally will connect to the Cherry Hill Trails area on the north side of Route 25 and east of Route
237. Approximately 11, 700 ft of the trail will be off-road and cross country and will be 10 ft wide with a
bituminous pavement wearing surface constructed on a gravel subbase. The remaining on-street
sections locate on north side New Portland Road and Route 25 will be constructed of a 5ft bituminous
sidewalk with granite curb. Another important portion of the project scope will be replace and upgrade
the traffic signal at the intersection of Route 237 and Route 25 to provide a modern mast arm design
with ATC signal cabinet and controller spec with ADA compliant pedestrian phases.

Gorham Gorham Traffic Adaptive Signals & Pedestrian Lighting
This project will add traffic adaptive signal operations capabilities to the four traffic signals on Main
Street (Route 25) at the intersections of Route 114, Elm Street, New Portland Road and Libby Avenue.
Further it will build off of recently completed traffic signal upgrades and ADA upgrades at Route114,
Elm Street and New Portland Road by adding pedestrian scale lighting at the intersection crosswalks
to increase visibility and safety at night.

Portland The Forest Avenue Smart Corridor Project Phase IV (Revere Street to Bedford Street)
The Forest Avenue Phase IV project is part of a phased implementation plan of the Portland-South
Portland Smart Corridor Study. Phase I was constructed in 2017-2018 by the MaineDOT at Woodfords
Corner. MaineDOT is beginning the Preliminary Design (PDR) process for Phases II (Marginal Way to
Park Avenue) and III (Morrill's Corner) in 2021.
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The Phase IV project will refine the concept-level planning work done in the Smart Corridor Study
(2018) and look at the Forest Avenue holistically and from multi-modal context, balancing its roles as an
important regional principal arterial and transit corridor that connects and passes through multiple
Portland neighborhoods. A key component of the project is to reduce Forest Avenue's "barrier effect"
and more closely knit neighborhoods together while meeting regional mobility and accessibility
functions.
The scope of work includes the following elements:
** Adjustments to travel lane configurations
** Traffic signal equipment & intersection modifications
** Sidewalk/ADA improvements
** Pedestrian accessibility along and across Forest Avenue
** High quality bicycle facilities
** Improved transit facilities/efficiency (queue jumps, transit signal priority, bus stops, etc.)
** Improved streetscape including pedestrian scale lighting and green stormwater infrastructure
opportunities

Portland Libbytown Safety and Accessibility Project
This project would make adjustments to Congress Street and Park Avenue to create two-way traffic
flow in sections made one-way during urban renewal and the construction of I-295. To properly
manage traffic flow between Park Avenue and Congress Street, a new intersection for these two
arterials would be constructed immediately east of the I-295 overpass of Congress Street. Changes to
both streets' intersections and their approaches to St. John Street would also be needed for two-way
traffic. In addition, to accommodate changes in flow and a well-documented crash history, adjustments
to I-295 Exit 5 access and ramp geometrics would be included in the scope of work, as well as other
improvements and modifications for non-motorized access, based on coordination with MaineDOT.

Saco & Biddeford Saco Island Multimodal Bridge
The project consists of preliminary and final design and construction of a pedestrian and bicycle bridge
spanning approximately 330 feet over the Saco River. Structure typologies being investigated include
structural steel girders, truss and tied arch. The project will also include design and construction of
approach trails providing access to the bridge. The proposed bridge and approaches will link the
planned Pearl Street Riverfront District and RiverWalk in Biddeford to the multimodal Transportation
Center in Saco and establish a transit-oriented development hub.
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Windham Route 302 North Windham Sidewalk
Work generally includes the construction of a new sidewalk on the west side of US Route 302 from the
Shaws Access Drive to Amato Drive. Additionally, work includes providing additional crosswalks at all
signalized intersections and installing pedestrian scale ornamental lights and streetscape elements.

Yarmouth Beth Condon Multi-Use Pathway Extension - Preliminary Design
The scope of the proposed proje

-

-use

pathway along Route 1. The pathway will be separated from the roadway using granite curbing,
grassed esplanade, guardrail, and stormwater treatment areas, and/or guard rail (as appropriate). The
scope includes some access management - potentially reducing the width of certain driveway
openings the details of which will depend on further coordination with existing businesses and
ongoing developments. The Multi-Use Trail Assessment Feasibility Study for this project was funded in
part by the MaineDOT Planning Partnership Initiative (PPI) with the Town of Yarmouth committing 50%
of the cost of the study to move this project forward.

Yarmouth Main Street Sidewalk Improvement Project
The project generally includes reconstruction of existing concrete and bituminous sidewalks to provide
all concrete, ADA-compliant sidewalks and driveway crossings; reconstruction of existing curb ramps
to provide ADA-compliant ramps; additional crosswalks; pedestrian safety improvements including
curb extensions, pedestrian-scale street lighting, corner radius reductions, and in certain cases
implementation of RRF
-compliant parking spaces; and aesthetic improvements
including street trees.
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Complex Project Application Funding Requests

Shown below are the new project application requests for funding. Most projects show the current
funding request—for preliminary design report (PDR) funding—as well as the future construction
estimate.1 Windham has already funded and completed its own PDR, so the current request is for
construction funding and there is no future construction estimate.
A feasibility study for the Saco Island Multimodal Bridge includes four possible alternatives ranging in
total cost (including preliminary design report (PDR)) from $4,550,000 to $8,850,000. A preferred
alternative has not yet been selected. The first table shows the highest cost alternative. The second
table shows the lowest cost alternative.

1

The future construction estimate figures shown include both the FHWA portion and the local match. The future
construction estimates are estimates; they will be refined during the design process.
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Funding Requests (with the Saco Island Multimodal Bridge highest cost alternative)
Municipality
Portland
Portland
Saco &
Biddeford
Yarmouth
Gorham
Yarmouth
Gorham
Windham
Falmouth

Project

Type

Libbytown Safety and Accessibility
Project
Forest Ave Smart Corridor Phase IV
(Revere St to Bedford St)
Saco Island Multimodal Bridge
(Highest Cost Alternative)
Beth Condon Multi-Use Pathway
Extension
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Main Street Sidewalk Improvement
Project (Phase 2)
Gorham Traffic Adaptive Signals &
Pedestrian Lighting
Route 302 North Windham
Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
Project

FHWA

Funding Request
Local

Total

Future Construction
Estimate

PDR

$

195,000 $

65,000 $

260,000 $

6,193,200

PDR

$

151,500 $

50,500 $

202,000 $

4,038,000

PDR

$

262,500 $

87,500 $

350,000 $

8,500,000

PDR

$

52,000 $

17,000 $

69,000 $

1,400,000

PDR

$

55,500 $

18,500 $

74,000 $

1,101,000

PDR

$

58,125 $

19,375 $

77,500

PDR

$

14,250 $

4,750 $

Construction

$ 1,150,000 $

PDR

$

168,750 $

$ 2,107,625

$

$

775,000

19,000 $

390,200

1,150,000 $ 2,300,000
56,250
1,468,875

$

225,000 $

$ 3,576,500

FHWA
Min. Local Match
Total
2024 MPO Allocation $ 2,472,965 $
824,322 $ 3,297,287

31

n/a

$

1,500,000
23,897,400
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Funding Requests (with the Saco Island Multimodal Bridge lowest cost alternative)
Municipality
Portland
Portland
Saco &
Biddeford
Yarmouth
Gorham
Yarmouth
Gorham
Windham
Falmouth

Project

Type

Libbytown Safety and Accessibility
Project
Forest Ave Smart Corridor Phase IV
(Revere St to Bedford St)
Saco Island Multimodal Bridge
(Lowest Cost Alternative)
Beth Condon Multi-Use Pathway
Extension
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Main Street Sidewalk Improvement
Project (Phase 2)
Gorham Traffic Adaptive Signals &
Pedestrian Lighting
Route 302 North Windham
Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
Project

FHWA

Funding Request
Local

Total

Future Construction
Estimate

PDR

$

195,000 $

65,000 $

260,000 $

6,193,200

PDR

$

151,500 $

50,500 $

202,000 $

4,038,000

PDR

$

157,500 $

52,500 $

210,000 $

4,340,000

PDR

$

52,000 $

17,000 $

69,000 $

1,400,000

PDR

$

55,500 $

18,500 $

74,000 $

1,101,000

PDR

$

58,125 $

19,375 $

77,500

PDR

$

14,250 $

4,750 $

Construction

$ 1,150,000 $

PDR

$

168,750 $

$ 2,002,625

$

$

775,000

19,000 $

390,200

1,150,000 $ 2,300,000
56,250
1,433,875

$

225,000 $

$ 3,436,500

FHWA
Min. Local Match
Total
2024 MPO Allocation $ 2,472,965 $
824,322 $ 3,297,287

32

n/a

$

1,500,000
19,737,400
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Complex Project Application Scores
Scoring Detail – by Scorer

Municipality

Project Name

Scorer1

Scorer2

Scorer3

Scorer4

Average

max 50

max 50

max 50

max 50

max 50

Rank

Falmouth

Falmouth Corners Intersection Project

12

29

13

21

18

9

Gorham

Gorham Cross Town Trail

24

36

31

41

33

5

Gorham

Gorham Traffic Adaptive Signals & Pedestrian
Lighting

25

34

19

39

29

7

Portland

The Forest Avenue Smart Corridor Project Phase IV
(Revere St to Bedford St)

36

44

45

44

42

2

Portland

Libbytown Safety and Accessibility Project

40

46

48

41

44

1

Saco & Biddeford

Saco Island Multimodal Bridge

40

42

32

43

39

3

Windham

Route 302 North Windham Sidewalk

26

34

25

31

29

8

Yarmouth

Beth Condon Multi-Use Pathway Extension Preliminary Design

36

36

31

42

36

4

Yarmouth

Main Street Sidewalk Improvement Project

30

36

24

30

30

6

33
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Scoring Detail – by Criteria
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33
Proximity
to
Affordable
Consistency
or
with Local Workforce
Plans
Housing

Access to:

Project

Falmouth
Corners
Intersection
Gorham
Cross Town
Trail
Gorham
Traffic
Adaptive
Signals
Portland Forest
Avenue
Portland Libbytown
Saco Island
Multimodal
Bridge
Windham Route 302
Sidewalk
Yarmouth Beth
Condon
Pathway
Yarmouth Main Street
Sidewalk

Jobs

Tourist,
Entertainment,
Recreation

max 3

max 2

Transit
Network

Active
Transportation
Network

Universal
Access

max 3

max 3

max 3

Safety
Asset
Improvements Management
max 5

Flow of
People,
Goods

Social
Equity

max 5

max 3

max 5

TOD
max
2

Regionally
Significant
Locations
max 2

max 3

max 1

34

35

36

TOTAL
RANK
VMT
max 3

Climate
GHGs Resilience
max
max 4
3

max
50

1.0

0.6

0.3

1.5

1.3

2.8

1.3

2.8

0.5

0.3

0.3

2.0

0.0

1.7

1.1

1.1

18.4

9

3.0

0.9

1.0

2.0

2.1

5.0

3.5

3.0

1.5

0.9

2.0

2.3

0.3

1.8

2.2

1.7

33.1

5

3.0

1.4

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.5

3.0

3.0

1.3

0.8

2.0

2.3

1.0

1.7

1.6

1.4

29.3

7

3.0

1.6

3.0

3.0

2.3

4.3

4.8

4.4

2.0

1.8

2.0

2.5

1.0

2.7

2.4

1.7

42.3

2

3.0

1.9

3.0

3.0

2.5

5.0

5.0

4.1

3.0

1.6

2.0

2.5

1.0

2.7

1.6

1.9

43.8

1

3.0

1.2

3.0

3.0

2.5

5.0

2.5

2.8

3.0

1.4

2.0

2.5

1.0

2.3

2.4

1.8

39.3

3

3.0

0.9

0.0

1.0

1.8

4.0

3.0

3.3

0.8

0.3

2.0

2.5

1.0

2.0

1.6

1.9

28.9

8

3.0

1.7

0.8

2.0

2.3

5.0

3.5

3.5

1.0

1.3

2.0

3.0

0.3

2.5

2.4

2.0

36.1

4

3.0

1.2

0.3

2.0

2.3

3.3

4.0

2.3

1.0

0.5

2.0

2.8

1.0

1.3

1.9

1.4

29.9

6
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Funding Deficit Background Information
During the summer of 2019, PACTS worked to assess funding deficits in the 2019 PACTS Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP). The deficits were due to high construction bid prices, which were about 3040% above project estimates. After prolonged discussions, PACTS decided to fund the deficit in the 2019
capital program and provide additional funding to cover anticipated deficits. This resulted in deferring
construction by a year for several projects and not selecting new capital projects to be funded with the
2022 federal allocation.
Three projects on the 2019 TIP had construction timelines in 2022 and were not far enough along in the
design process to discover budget deficits. Because these projects’ budget deficits were not yet
discovered, no additional funds were given to these projects. Now that these three projects have
completed significant design, large budget deficits have been discovered. The following is a summary of
the three projects.
Municipalities

Scope

Bicyle/ Pedestrian
Safety
South Portland Improvements
Intersection
Improvements with
Westbrook
signal
Cape Elizabeth, Bicyle/ Pedestrian
Portland, South Safety
Portland
Improvements

Total Allocated Current
Description
Funds
Estimated Cost Comments
Multiuse path, Beginning at Greenbelt Pathway near Evans
St. and extending west 0.17 if a mile to Lincoln St. and
extending west on Lincoln Street 0.55 of a mile to Billy
Vachon Dr. and extending west 0.24 of a mile
$1,366,200
$3,850,000 180% over budget
Route 25, Beginning at Mechanic St. and extending west
0.28 of a mile

$2,311,054

$3,140,000 35% over budget

Priority Corridor and Centers Pedestrian-Bicyclist Safety
and Access

$2,695,000

$3,500,000 30% over budget

Municipalities for two of the three projects are seeking additional funding—South Portland and
Westbrook. The municipalities for both of these projects have been trying to cut scope in an effort to
bring down costs, but the projects are still left with large deficits.
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Public Works

April 2 3, 2 021
Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RT ACT)
Greater Portland Council of Governments
970 Baxter Blvd, Suite 201
Portland, ME 04103
Re:

WIN 018638.00- Lincoln Street Rehabilitation and Multi-Use Path

Dear Committee Members:
On behalf of the City of South Portland, I would like to request that as part of the distribution of PACTS' annual
federal allocation you consider an increase in funding for the above referenced project. The scope of work for the
project includes the construction of a multi-use path (MUP) along Lincoln Street, connection the existing
Veterans Memorial Bridge MUP and the Greenbelt MUP; and the rehabilitation of Lincoln Street from Broadway
to Main Street. We believe that this project, particularly the MUP, is a regional significant project that will greatly
improve the connectivity of exiting pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
The current three-party agreement is for a total project cost of $1,366,2 00, which includes $991, 2 00 for
construction. Those amounts are based on a construction cost estimate developed in 2013, and are significantly
less than the recent estimate developed by MDOT's engineer, HNTB. As detail in the attached memorandum,
HNTB estimates the construction cost from the MUP to be approximately $1,750,000; and the cost for the
Lincoln Street rehabilitation to range from $950,000 to $2,100,000 depending on what rehabilitation alternative is
selected.
A meeting was held between representatives of the City, PACTS and MDOT on February 2 5, 2021 to discuss
options to move the project forward despite the significant funding shortfall. All parties present agreed that the
most viable option was to break the project in two, with one project consisting of the MUP and the other including
the Lincoln Street rehabilitation. The MUP would continue through the MDOT project process and would utilize
all of the existing available funds. The rehabilitation of Lincoln Street would then be completed as an independent
project by the City of South Portland. Darryl Belz with MDOT indicated that a change in scope of that nature
would need a TIP modification, which will require public comment and approval by the Executive Board.
Even with the removal of the street rehabilitation from the WIN project scope a significant funding shortfall
would remain. With available construction funds of $991,200 and the estimated construction cost of $1,750,000
there would still be a funding deficit of $758,800 for the MUP. Before initiating the TIP modification we would
like to address that funding gap. As such, the City of South Portland is requesting a fund increase from PACTS
equal to 75% of the construction cost deficit, or $569,100. The City of South Portland's local match would be
increased by 25% of the deficit, or $189,700.

P.O. Box 9422 • South Portland, Maine 04116-9422 • Telephone {207) 767-7675 • Fax {207) 767-5697
www.southportland.org
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Thank you for considering this request for a funding increase. We look forward to working with PACTS and
MOOT to complete this important project.

Civil Engineer
207-767-7675
jgove@southportland.org
Cc:

Scott Morelli, City Manager
Doug Howard, Director Public Works
Joshua R. Reny, Assistant City Manager/Economic Development Director
Greg L'Heureux, Finance Director

Attachments
• Current Three-Party Agreement
• HNTB Memorandum on Opinion of Probable Construction Cost

P.O. Box 9422 • South Portland, Maine 04116-9422 • Telephone {207) 767-7675 • Fax {207) 767-5697
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Director, Engineering & Public Services
371 Saco Street
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Phone: 207-854-0660
Fax: 207-854-0672
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April 23, 2021
Kristina Egan
Executive Director
Greater Portland Council of Governments
970 Baxter Boulevard, Suite 201
Portland, ME 04103
RE: Westbrook, Route 25, WIN 2379.00 Project Funding
Dear Kristina:
Last month, the City of Westbrook was notified of an expected cost overrun for the PACTS funded William Clarke
Drive Improvements Project (WIN 2379.00). Sebago Technics is in the design process for the project and
recently submitted the required documentation for PS&E. The current engineer's estimate for construction is
$830,000 over the funded $1.8 million budget putting the City in the position of covering 100% of the projected
overrun.
The City immediately set up a meeting with STI, MaineDOT and PACTS personnel to discuss the reasons for the
large increase and potential ways to decrease the project cost. Although much of the cost increase is due to
increasing construction costs, there are other contributing factors related to changing MaineDOT standards. For
instance, one of the main increases is due to MaineDOT transitioning from ASD to LRFD standards for mast arm
foundation design. Additionally, the State has transitioned from TS2 controllers to ATC controllers and has
requested a new merge design (alternating merge) which requires overhead signage. The mast arm required for
the overhead sign is an $18,000 increase itself.
After our initial meeting, we have been able to reduce the projected project cost by $200,000 and are continuing
to evaluate cost saving measures on the project but the potential savings are small. As a result, the City of
Westbrook is respectfully requesting consideration of an increase in funding for the project of $472,500 which
represents 75% of the cost increase after the $200,000 in value engineering. The City of Westbrook remains
committed to this regionally significant project and we hope that PACTS can support the additional funding to
see this project through. I look forward to discussing this with you further.
Sincerely,

Eric Dudley, PE
Director of Engineering and Public Services
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Sample Complex Project Funding Allocation Options

Option 1: PDR-Heavy Allocation
PACTS could fund all five (5) applications for preliminary design report (PDR), plus the South Portland
and Westbrook projects for construction.
Figure 1: Allocation Option 1 with the Saco High-Cost Alternative1

Funding Request
FHWA
Local
Total
Portland Libbytown
$ 195,000 $
65,000 $ 260,000
Portland Forest Ave
removed for EPS
Saco Multimodal Bridge (High Alt) $ 262,500 $
87,500 $ 350,000
Yarmouth Beth Condon Path
$
52,000 $
17,000 $
69,000
removed for EPS
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Yarmouth Main St (Phase 2)
$
58,125 $
19,375 $
77,500
Gorham Signals
$
14,250 $
4,750 $
19,000
Windham Route 302 Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
removed for EPS
South Portland Multi-Use Path
$ 569,100 $ 189,700 $ 758,800
Westbrook William Clarke Dr
$ 472,500 $ 157,500 $ 630,000
$ 1,623,475 $ 540,825 $ 2,164,300

Future Construction
Estimate
$
6,193,200

Annual MPO Allocation:
Leftover:

Project

$ 2,472,965 $ 824,322
$ 849,490

1

$ 3,297,287

$
$

8,500,000
1,400,000

$
$

775,000
390,200

$

n/a
n/a
17,258,400

$

3,297,287

Please note that the Future Construction Estimate is the total estimated cost of future construction, including
both FHWA funding and local match funding.
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Figure 2: Allocation Option 1 with the Saco Low-Cost Alternative2

Project
Portland Libbytown
Portland Forest Ave
Saco Multimodal Bridge (Low Alt)
Yarmouth Beth Condon Path
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Yarmouth Main St (Phase 2)
Gorham Signals
Windham Route 302 Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
South Portland Multi-Use Path
Westbrook William Clarke Dr

Annual MPO Allocation:
Leftover:

Funding Request
FHWA
Local
Total
$ 195,000 $ 65,000 $ 260,000
removed for EPS
$ 157,500 $
52,500 $ 210,000
$ 52,000 $ 17,000 $ 69,000
removed for EPS
$ 58,125 $ 19,375 $ 77,500
$ 14,250 $
4,750 $ 19,000

Future Construction
Estimate
$
6,193,200
$
$

4,340,000
1,400,000

$
$

775,000
390,200

removed for EPS
$ 569,100 $ 189,700 $ 758,800
$ 472,500 $ 157,500 $ 630,000
$ 1,518,475 $ 505,825 $ 2,024,300 $

n/a
n/a
13,098,400

$ 2,472,965 $ 824,322
$ 954,490

$ 3,297,287

$

3,297,287

The PDR-Heavy Allocation option would advance more projects closer to “shovel-ready” status and
make more projects potentially competitive for discretionary funding opportunities (e.g., federal grant
programs).
The PDR-Heavy Allocation option would, however, also commit PACTS to a significant amount of
construction funding in the future—between $13 and $17 million, depending on Saco’s bridge
alternative. With an annual allocation of $3.3 million, that would tie up four to five years’ worth of the
PACTS MPO Allocation.3
A potential variation on this option includes funding Windham for construction rather than South
Portland and Westbrook.

2

Please note that the Future Construction Estimate is the total estimated cost of future construction, including
both FHWA funding and local match funding.
3
$13,098,400 total future construction (fed + local) ÷ $3,297,287 annual allocation (fed + local) = 3.97 years.
$17,258,400 total future construction (fed + local) ÷ $3,297,287 annual allocation (fed + local) = 5.23 years.
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Option 2: Construction-Heavy Allocation
PACTS could fund Windham, South Portland, and Westbrook for construction, plus Portland’s Libbytown
project for preliminary design report (PDR).
Figure 3: Allocation Option 24

Project
Portland Libbytown
Portland Forest Ave
Saco Multimodal Bridge
Yarmouth Beth Condon Path
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Yarmouth Main St (Phase 2)
Gorham Signals
Windham Route 302 Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
South Portland Multi-Use Path
Westbrook William Clarke Dr

Annual MPO Allocation:
Leftover:

Funding Request
Future Construction
Estimate
FHWA
Local
Total
$ 195,000 $
65,000 $ 260,000 $
6,193,200
removed for EPS

removed for EPS

$ 1,150,000 $ 1,150,000 $ 2,300,000
removed for EPS
$ 569,100 $ 189,700 $ 758,800
$ 472,500 $ 157,500 $ 630,000
$ 2,386,600 $ 1,562,200 $ 3,948,800 $
$ 2,472,965 $ 824,322
$
86,365

$ 3,297,287

$

n/a
n/a
n/a
6,193,200
3,297,287

The Construction-Heavy Allocation option would limit PACTS’s commitment to future construction
funding. The future construction estimate for the Libbytown project is nearly $6.2 million, which is about
two years’ worth of the PACTS MPO Allocation.5
The Construction-Heavy Allocation option would, however, advance fewer projects closer to “shovelready” status, resulting in fewer projects potentially competitive for discretionary funding opportunities
(e.g., federal grant programs).
Potential variations on this option include:
•

•

Also funding Yarmouth’s Beth Condon Pathway Extension for PDR. This variation would mean
funding Yarmouth’s project ahead of Saco’s higher-scoring project, which is too expensive to
add to this option.
Also funding Yarmouth’s Beth Condon Pathway Extension and Gorham’s Signals project for PDR.
This variation would mean funding these projects ahead of Saco’s project and Yarmouth’s Main
Street project.

4

Please note that the Future Construction Estimate is the total estimated cost of future construction, including
both FHWA funding and local match funding.
5
$6,193,200 total future construction (fed + local) ÷ $3,297,287 annual allocation (fed + local) = 1.9 years.
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Option 3: Limited Allocation with Savings
PACTS could fund only the top three (3) applications for preliminary design report (PDR), plus South
Portland and Westbrook for construction.
Figure 4: Allocation Option 3 with the Saco High-Cost Alternative6

Funding Request
FHWA
Local
Total
Portland Libbytown
$ 195,000 $
65,000 $ 260,000
Portland Forest Ave
removed for EPS
Saco Multimodal Bridge (High Alt) $ 262,500 $
87,500 $ 350,000
Yarmouth Beth Condon Path
$
52,000 $
17,000 $
69,000
removed for EPS
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Yarmouth Main St (Phase 2)
Gorham Signals
Windham Route 302 Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
removed for EPS
South Portland Multi-Use Path
$ 569,100 $ 189,700 $ 758,800
Westbrook William Clarke Dr
$ 472,500 $ 157,500 $ 630,000
$ 1,551,100 $ 516,700 $ 2,067,800

Future Construction
Estimate
$
6,193,200

Annual MPO Allocation:
Leftover:

Project

$ 2,472,965 $ 824,322
$ 921,865

6

$ 3,297,287

$
$

8,500,000
1,400,000

$

n/a
n/a
16,093,200

$

3,297,287

Please note that the Future Construction Estimate is the total estimated cost of future construction, including
both FHWA funding and local match funding.
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Figure 5: Allocation Option 3 with the Saco Low-Cost Alternative7

Project
Portland Libbytown
Portland Forest Ave
Saco Multimodal Bridge (Low Alt)
Yarmouth Beth Condon Path
Gorham Cross Town Trail
Yarmouth Main St (Phase 2)
Gorham Signals
Windham Route 302 Sidewalk
Falmouth Corners Intersection
South Portland Multi-Use Path
Westbrook William Clarke Dr

Annual MPO Allocation:
Leftover:

Funding Request
FHWA
Local
Total
$ 195,000 $
65,000 $ 260,000
removed for EPS
$
157,500 $
52,500 $ 210,000
$
52,000 $
17,000 $
69,000
removed for EPS

Future Construction
Estimate
$
6,193,200
$
$

4,340,000
1,400,000

removed for EPS
$ 569,100 $ 189,700 $ 758,800
$ 472,500 $ 157,500 $ 630,000
$ 1,446,100 $ 481,700 $ 1,927,800 $

n/a
n/a
11,933,200

$ 2,472,965 $ 824,322
$ 1,026,865

$ 3,297,287

$

3,297,287

The Limited Allocation with Savings option would advance some projects closer to “shovel-ready” status
and make some projects potentially competitive for discretionary funding opportunities (e.g., federal
grant programs).
The Limited Allocation with Savings option would limit PACTS’s commitment to future construction
funding to between $12 and $16 million (depending on Saco’s bridge alternative), which is three to five
years’ worth of the PACTS MPO Allocation.8
This option would leave money—approximately $1 million—sitting “idle,” which goes against the
motivation behind MaineDOT’s policy to fund construction only after PDR is completed. However, it
would allow PACTS to better prepare for anticipated significant construction costs, such as
improvements to Brighton Avenue in the City of Portland.
Potential variations on this option include:
•
•

Funding Windham for construction rather than South Portland and Westbrook.
Funding the top four (or more) applications for PDR.

7

Please note that the Future Construction Estimate is the total estimated cost of future construction, including
both FHWA funding and local match funding.
8
$11,933,200 total future construction (fed + local) ÷ $3,297,287 annual allocation (fed + local) = 3.6 years.
$16,093,200 total future construction (fed + local) ÷ $3,297,287 annual allocation (fed + local) = 4.9 years.
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